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To further complicate matters, you have to do 
all this with leaner resources—both human and 
capital—than most organizations have seen in 
many years. This is our “new normal” as set by 
the recession, a long-term and lower baseline for 
how we evaluate projects and invest our limited 
resources. You also have to plan when to shift  
the cost, risk and growth balance. Timing will  
be critical.

This is complex, challenging and uncharted territory. 
It almost makes the days when cost cutting was 
the clear goal seem attractive. Symposium/ITxpo 
2009 is specifically designed to deliver the insight, 
tools and relationships you’ll need to get through 
what may be the toughest year of your career.
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Balancing

The next 12 months will be 
tricky—among the most difficult 
of your career as a business  
technology executive.
In contrast, the past 12 months have been 
painful but, in a way, straightforward. The global 
recession meant you did two things: you cut 
enterprise costs and mitigated risks in a volatile 
environment. Most attention was on costs. 
While cost optimization is never easy, it provided 
most of us the luxury of a singular focus.

Now it gets complicated. As economic indicators 
stabilize and even point upward over the coming 
months, IT strategists must strike a complex but 
critical balance. For most, initiatives to reduce 
enterprise costs, streamline processes and 
increase productivity will continue unabated. 
Likewise, you’ll still need to ensure business  
decision makers have the intelligence and systems 
necessary to address risk, including new risks 
associated with having cut too much. Finally, you 
must now refocus on preparing for growth, and 
all the investments needed to emerge from the 
economic downturn with a stronger competitive 
advantage than you had going into it.

Cost,  

risk & 

growth
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Gartner Symposium/ITxpo is the industry’s largest and most  
important annual gathering of CIOs and their senior IT leaders.  
More than 1,000 CIOs from Fortune 1000 organizations will head  
to Orlando this October along with their leadership teams to  
brainstorm with the most sought-after independent analyst  
community and their peers. Analyst Access. Peer Interaction.  
Vendor Discussion. It’s all here. 

Nine CIO and leadership tracks with more than 200 sessions  •	
and workshops

Mastermind Interview Keynotes•	

The ITxpo Solution Showcase•	

Solution Provider Sessions•	

ITxpo Theater Magic Quadrant Reviews•	

Gartner Analyst One-on-One meetings with more than 130  •	
Gartner analysts

Gartner Analyst/User Roundtables•	

CIO Interviews and End-User Case Studies•	

Facilitated Peer-to-Peer networking sessions•	

Make sure you’re there!

The World’s Most Important Gathering 
of CIOs and Senior IT Executives

Cost,  

risk & 

growth

Why Gartner? 
Gartner is independent and unbiased.
Gartner’s global team of researchers  
and analysts are committed to objective,  
independent and unbiased research.  
Their evaluations are based on experience,  
observation and data collected from tens  
of thousands of businesses around the globe.

The world’s leading companies rely  
on Gartner.
Over 65% of the Fortune 1000 and 80% of 
the Global 500 support their key technology 
decisions with Gartner insight. They trust 
Gartner to help guide their investments 
and growth with insight gained monitoring 
high-tech and telecom providers across 175 
technology segments and five global regions.

We are the source others quote when 
they seek an authority.
Gartner employs more than 1,200 analysts 
and consultants worldwide, in addition to 
over 4,000 associates, and serves clients 
around the globe in 80 countries. This extensive 
network enables us to stay on the leading 
edge of IT, so we can report on the very latest  
developments from the trenches, often 
before others even recognize a new trend. 
The mainstream news media quotes Gartner 
research an average of 70 times every week.

The Gartner proprietary investment 
tools quantify IT decisions.
Gartner Magic Quadrants and MarketScopes—
standards for market analysis in 175 technology  
segments—let IT executives keep tabs on 
their provider portfolios. Gartner Hype Cycles 
help them monitor the commercial viability 
of 1,500 technologies and trends in 80 IT, 
business and consumer markets. And our  
IT performance repository is the largest  
in the industry and draws on 5,500 IT  
environments a year to help companies 
benchmark both spending and performance. 
Gartner is the world leader in IT research  
and recommendations.
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Topics & attendees

who should attend
CIOs•	
CTOs•	
Technology and business strategy executives•	
Applications leaders•	
Business intelligence leaders•	
Business process improvement leaders•	
Data center and IT operations leaders•	
Enterprise architects•	
Enterprise information management leaders•	
Infrastructure and operations leaders•	
Networking, wireless and mobility leaders•	
Program and portfolio management leaders•	
Security and risk management leaders•	
Sourcing and vendor management leaders•	
Institutional investors and venture capitalists•	
Technology and service providers•	
Press and media•	

Benefits of attending
Better-informed IT investment decisions•	
Streamlined decision making •	
Greater impact from existing resources•	
Increased awareness of important trends•	
Cost optimization strategies for every area  •	
of IT
A prioritized short- and long-term plan  •	
of attack
Faster responsiveness to business needs•	
Benchmarking of performance•	
Improved demonstration of IT value to  •	
the business
Achievable migration strategies•	
Tighter enterprise security•	
Increased agility and better balance of cost, •	
risk and growth
Greater confidence in plans and projects•	
Shortlist of ideal vendor partners•	

Hot Topics
Cost optimization•	
Emerging trends and technologies•	
Cloud computing•	
Web 2.0 and social software•	
Performance management•	
Governance and compliance•	
Consumerization•	
Green IT •	
. . . and many others

immediate return on investment.  
Take home the latest insight, how-to knowledge and  
independent analysis across business IT.

deliver more with less.  
Discover the latest cost-saving technologies and processes, 
plus cost-effective ways to expand existing capabilities.

360° coverage.  
Navigate the economic crisis with strategic and tactical insight 
and cost-cutting strategies in every area of business IT.

intensive education at an excellent value.  
Access more than 200 sessions, 90 minutes of private time 
with an analyst and nearly 150 solution providers, plus  
roundtable discussions, workshops and much more.

The breadth of gartner expertise in one place.  
Get the latest research, models and insight. Interact with analysts 
in Q&As, private consultations and Analyst/User Roundtables.

Benefit from others’ experience.  
Gartner Events let you learn from others’ experience via 
networking, roundtable discussions, case studies, analyst 
consultations and workshops.

efficient vendor access.  
Meet vendors in one efficient space dedicated to rational 
decision making featuring knowledgeable experts, down-to-
business exhibits, hands-on demonstrations and informative 
Solution Provider Sessions.

Tracks aligned to your job role.  
Whatever your role in IT leadership, Symposium/ITxpo has a 
track dedicated to your needs and perspective, with in-depth 
analysis and take-aways tailored to your priorities.

everyone in your organization can benefit.  
With downloadable reference materials, follow-up Trip Reports 
and complimentary analyst webinars, Symposium/ITxpo  
delivers value you can share long after the conference.

unplug and get inspired.  
Getting out of the office lets you focus on tough problems  
in the most efficient way possible—fully immersed in an  
environment rich in relevant expertise.

Top 10 reasons to attend symposium/iTxpo
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Mastermind interview Keynotes 

Symposium/ITxpo invites the most influential 
executives and leading minds in the business 
to sit down with analysts and talk in-depth and 
live about their business, products, thoughts 
on the future of IT and perspective on key 
trends. These are not the scripted addresses 
you’ll find elsewhere. These are hard-hitting 
interviews designed to get real answers to 
tough questions.

gartner analyst opening Keynote 
Monday, October 19, 8:00 – 9:30 a.m.
As global economies steady, priorities shift to growth. 
But there will be no return to the old normal. The  
new normal demands dramatic changes in what it 
takes simply to run the business, let alone continuing  
to innovate and responding to still-volatile market 
conditions. You face daunting challenges and will 
need superior vision and leadership to succeed in  
the coming year. An ensemble of the greatest Gartner 
minds will deliver an evocative perspective that will 
set the stage for a powerful week. We’ll explore 
breakthrough approaches for pressing imperatives 
in the era of new normal, and examine the strategic 
implications of fast-evolving technologies and trends.

Mark Hurd
Chairman and Ceo,  
Hewlett-packard Company  
Tuesday, October 20, 11:00 – 11:45 a.m.
Mark Hurd joined HP in early 2005 as CEO and 
president. He has sharpened HP’s strategic 
focus and concentrated its investments on three 
long-term growth opportunities: next-generation 
enterprise data center architecture and services; 
technologies for always connected, always personal 
mobile experiences; and a broad transition from 
analog to digital imaging and printing across the 
consumer, commercial and industrial markets. Hurd 
has also improved HP’s operating efficiency and 
financial performance. Between the company’s 
2004 and 2008 fiscal years, HP grew revenue from 
$80 billion to $118.4 billion and more than doubled 
its earnings per share. 

ErIC SCHMIdT
Chairman and Ceo,  
google, inc. 
Wednesday, October 21, 5:00 – 5:45 p.m.
Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin 
recruited Eric Schmidt from Novell, where he led 
that company’s strategic planning, management 
and technology development as chairman and 
CEO. Since coming to Google in 2001, Schmidt 
has focused on building the corporate infrastructure 
needed to maintain Google’s rapid growth as a 
company, and on ensuring that quality remains high 
while product development cycle times are kept 
to a minimum. Along with Page and Brin, Schmidt 
shares responsibility for Google’s day-to-day  
operations. Schmidt’s Novell experience culminated 
a 20-year record of achievement as an Internet 
strategist, entrepreneur and technology developer.

STEpHEn ElOp
president, Microsoft Business division,  
Microsoft Corporation  
Thursday, October 22, 11:00 – 11:45 a.m.
As president of the Microsoft Business Division, 
Stephen Elop oversees the Information Worker, 
Microsoft Business Solutions, and Unified  
Communications Groups. This division is responsible 
for the Microsoft Office system of programs, servers 
and software-based services, Microsoft Dynamics, 
business applications for small and midsize  
businesses, large organizations and divisions  
of global enterprises, and Microsoft’s Unified  
Communications products that provide complete 
software-based communications tools to business. 
Elop joined Microsoft in January 2008, and is a 
member of the company’s senior leadership team 
that sets overall strategy and direction for Microsoft.

stephen elop, President, microsoft  
Business division, microsoft Corporation

eric schmidt, Chairman and CEO,  
Google, inc.

Mark Hurd, Chairman and CEO,  
Hewlett-Packard Company

Keynotes
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programs

analyst/user roundtables
All end-user attendees at Symposium/ITxpo 
are invited to register for Analyst/User  
Roundtables. These 60-minute discussions 
moderated by a Gartner analyst offer valuable 
peer-to-peer exchange on issues that  
are integral to your business. Visit  
gartner.com/us/symposium to learn  
more about this year’s roundtables.

user roundtables
Interactive discussions for up to a dozen 
end-user attendees to share best practices 
around a topic or initiative. Roundtables will 
focus on meaningful contexts for participants, 
with groups specific to a certain industry, to 
companies of a certain size, to technology 
projects, or to other contexts. Many of these 
roundtable topics and contexts will be directly 
chosen and shaped by self-organizing groups  
of attendees. Visit gartner.com/us/symposium 
to learn more.

workshops
Workshops offer the opportunity to  
refresh your knowledge of important basics, 
dig deep on key topics and hear what others 
have to say in a hands-on learning environment. 
Check the agenda for this year’s workshops.

end-user Case studies
An invaluable opportunity to learn about a 
recent implementation firsthand from those  
involved, end-user case studies run throughout 
the conference. Hear the presentation, then 
put your questions directly to the IT executives 
leading the initiatives.

gartner sessions
In more than 200 sessions, analysts  
present their most up-to-date research.  
Ask your questions, hear audience feedback 
and get the complete picture directly from 
the source.

 
 
 

gartner analyst one-on-ones
Meeting face-to-face with Gartner  
analysts is a key benefit of attending  
Symposium/ITxpo. Bring your issues.  
Talk one-on-one or as a small group  
with an unbiased Gartner expert. Get  
the highly qualified advice you and your 
business need to plan intelligently. Reserve 
up to three 30-minute sessions. Visit  
gartner.com/us/symposium to learn  
more and sign up.

scenarios: see Tomorrow Today
Scenarios set the stage for what’s coming 
in a technology or service area for the next 
several years, based on the best available 
data and forecasting from the industry’s 
most respected analysts.

 
 
 

ThOuGhT lEadErShIp

Mavericks 
No one can predict the future, but the  
more informed you are and the more 
possibilities you’ve considered, the better 
prepared you’ll be. Maverick sessions delve 
into worthwhile what-if scenarios to give you 
an informed perspective on what’s ahead. 

great debates
The future is inherently uncertain. Uncertainty 
leads to debate, and no one likes to engage 
in a bit of friendly jousting more than a Gartner 
analyst. In these lively sessions, Gartner 
analysts battle it out on today’s most  
controversial topics, and in doing so offer 
some of the conference’s most insightful 
and well-rounded assessments.

unCOnvEnTIOnal ThInkInG

pEEr lEarnInG and InTEraCTIOn
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InduSTry-FOCuSEd analyST/uSEr  
rOundTablES all WEEk lOnG
In addition to the Super Sunday program, we’ll have a series  
of Analyst/User Roundtables throughout the week focused on 
specific industries. A sampling of those roundtables includes:

Banking & investment services
Innovation in Financial Services•	
Enterprise Risk Management—How to Get Started•	
Collaborating With Regulators in the New Financial Services Industry•	
BPO for Banking/Investment Services•	
Offshoring for Banking/Investment Services•	
Development of End-Customer-Oriented IT in Financial Services•	

insurance
Business Intelligence Needs for P&C and Life Insurance•	
Balancing Innovation and Budget Constraints in P&C and Life Insurance•	
Shifting to a Customer-Centric Business Model in Life and P&C Insurance•	

education
Getting Business Value From Social Networks in Education•	
The Stimulus Package (ARRA)—Lessons Learned in Education •	
Education E-Learning Do’s and Don’ts•	
Higher Education Strategic Plans and Emerging Business Models•	

energy & utilities
The Stimulus Package (ARRA)—Lessons Learned in Energy & Utilities •	

government
Getting Business Value From Social Networks in Government•	
Building a Project Management Culture in Government•	
Cloud Computing in Government•	
The Stimulus Package (ARRA)—Lessons Learned in Government •	
Governance Models That Work in State & Local Government•	

Healthcare providers
Getting Business Value from Your BI Initiatives in Healthcare•	
The Stimulus Package (ARRA)—Lessons Learned in Healthcare •	
Care Management in the Healthcare Payer Industry•	

iT’s impact on recovery and regrowth across industries
Successful IT leaders know it’s critical to understand how business  
technology impacts their industry. This year, Super Sunday at  
Symposium/ITxpo is designed to help you understand the ways  
that IT affects other industries, from banking to insurance, education  
to energy, and government to healthcare. We will also take time to  
focus specifically on the federal government’s stimulus package and  
its effect on IT spending across industries.

super sunday

SupEr Sunday SESSIOnS
Banking & investment services

Building the Strategic Technology Map for Front-Office Technologies•	
Building the Strategic Technology Map for Back-Office Technologies•	
Building the Strategic Technology Map for Payments •	
Panel: The Near-Term Future of the Financial Services Industry•	

insurance
Consumerism and Insurance: New Strategies & Tactics for Survival•	
U.S. Health Insurance in the Future: What Will Be Left?•	
Invest or Lag: Staying Competitive and Innovative in Life and P&C Insurance•	
Panel: Healthcare Reform—Payer and Provider Perspectives•	

education
Strategic Planning Through Storytelling: How Education CIOs Stay •	
Relevant and Survive
Campus Recruitment Trends in Higher Education•	
Six Best Practices to Ensure CRM Enrollment Management & ROI•	
Panel: Major Higher Education E-Learning Market Consolidation—•	
What’s Next? 

energy & utilities
Top Business and Technology Trends Shaping the Energy & Utilities •	
Industry
The Future of Utilities: Intelligent Grids and Smart Consumers•	
The Future of Energy in a Carbon-Constrained World•	
Securing Critical Infrastructure in Energy & Utilities: Drivers, Issues and  •	
Opportunities

government
Transformational Government Activities: What’s Real and What’s Up  •	
for Grabs?
Government in a Tight Economy: A Glass Box in the Clouds•	
Social Media in Government: From Citizen-Centric to Citizen-Driven•	
Panel: The Government and Cloud Computing•	

Healthcare providers
Scenario: The Future of IT-Enabled Healthcare•	
IT’s Role in Pursuing Top Performances in the Post-Paper Era at  •	
Healthcare Providers
So, What About This Electronic Health Records Stuff?•	
Healthcare Reform: Payer and Provider Perspectives•	
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gartner Magic Quadrant Theaters
What better way to work ITxpo than to arm yourself 
with the insight of relevant Gartner Magic Quadrants? 
Each of the analyst-led ITxpo Theater Sessions on 
the show floor will focus on a Magic Quadrant or 
MarketScope related to one or more of the ITxpo 
marketplaces. 

iTxpo Theaters: immersion learning
Join our sponsors at the ITxpo theaters for fast-paced 
presentations on product announcements, case studies, 
road maps and product visions. 

learning labs: Hands-on Testing
An attendee favorite, learning labs immerse you in 
intense super-tutorials. Join 20 other attendees at 
designated workstations and work with an instructor 
to test, explore and understand the features of the 
industry’s emerging products.

face-to-face sponsor Meetings
Confer privately with our sponsors in a 30-minute  
prearranged meeting that will advance your projects 
and relationships, wherever you are in the buying 
cycle. Pre-event appointment requests will be  
available soon.

solution provider sessions
These valuable 60-minute sessions feature some 
of the market’s most fascinating solutions. You get 
real-life stories about those who have deployed them 
successfully, including their strategies, challenges  
and results.

gartner Cool vendors
The Gartner Cool Vendor Pavilion at ITxpo will house 
some of the most intriguing up-and-coming providers  
in enterprise IT, culled from the annual roster of  
Gartner Cool Vendors. The Pavilion will be a hotbed  
of innovation and activity, including demonstrations 
and theater sessions highlighting what makes these 
providers so cool, and why they may be the major 
providers of tomorrow.

networking receptions
Connect with colleagues in similar roles who face 
similar challenges, and interact at several networking  
receptions on the ITxpo floor designed to build  
relationships and facilitate the meaningful exchange  
of ideas and information.

vendor insight
At the ITxpo Solution Showcase, you’ll learn about the latest solutions from both best-of-breed 
and up-and-coming providers, conveniently arranged by marketplace. You’ll see real-world 
examples of how organizations like yours are using vendor products and also participate in 
hands-on demonstrations. The atmosphere is low-hype, the focus is on technologies powering 
new efficiencies and profitability. Meet face-to-face with senior representatives who can tell you 
the full potential of their products and services. Visit the exhibits, marketplace theaters, solution 
provider sessions and learning labs for the information you need to make better decisions.

Participants include:
Akamai Technologies, Inc.•	
APC Schneider Electric•	
Archer Technologies•	
Autonomy•	
Avaya•	
BackOffice Associates, LLC•	
CA, Inc.•	
Citrix Systems, Inc.•	
CompuCom Systems•	
Enterasys •	
 

ESRI•	
FICO•	
Google•	
HP•	
Interactive Intelligence Inc.•	
Lombardi•	
NEC Corporation•	
ONBASE•	
Project Management  •	
Leadership Group 
 

QlikView•	
Rackspace Hosting•	
SAIC•	
Symantec•	

iTxpo

Participants as of June 26, 2009.

solution provider sessions



Application Development &  
Integration Marketplace

InterSystems Corporation•	
LONGJUMP•	

Business Process Management 
Marketplace

FICO•	
Lombardi •	
Savvion•	
Skelta Software•	
Software AG•	
VisionWaves•	

Business Intelligence,  
Data Management & Integration  
Marketplace

1010Data•	
BackOffice Associates, LLC•	
ESRI•	
QlikView•	

Content, Collaboration &  
Social Software Marketplace

Ektron, Inc.•	
Endeca •	
Google•	
ONBASE•	
TandemSeven•	
Vivisimo, Inc.•	
ZyLAB•	

Data Center & IT Operations  
Marketplace

APC Schneider Electric•	
Citrix Systems, Inc.•	
Dell•	
HP•	
ii2AP•	
LANDesk, an Avocent Company•	
Neptuny•	
OPNET Technologies, Inc.•	
Planview•	
Qstar Technologies, Inc.•	
Rackspace Hosting•	
Riverbed•	
Terremark•	
Tripwire, Inc.•	
UC4 Software•	

Enterprise Architecture  
Marketplace

alfabet•	

Enterprise Networking &  
Communications Marketplace

Akamai Technologies, Inc.•	
Avaya•	
Blue Coat Systems Inc.•	
Interactive Intelligence Inc.•	
Netcordia•	
Teliris Telepresence•	

Outsourcing & IT Services  
Marketplace

4th Source•	
Brazil IT•	
CompuCom Systems•	
Dimension Data•	
Freeborders•	
iSoftStone•	
Politec Global IT Services•	
SAIC•	
Softek•	

Program & Portfolio  
Management Marketplace

Project Management  •	
Leadership Group
Sciforma Corporation•	

Security & Compliance  
Marketplace

Archer Technologies•	
ArcSight•	
Cisco•	
Enterasys•	
Fortinet•	
Hitachi ID Systems, Inc.•	
Symark International•	

Wireless & Mobile  
Marketplace

AcceleNet by Intelligent  •	
Compression Technologies, Inc.

Sponsors

Reach the most focused and informed 
senior executives in IT. Become a 
sponsor to increase your exposure to 
this hard-to-reach audience. 

Call 1 800 356 4740 or  
e-mail exhibit@gartner.com  
to learn more.

Interested in sponsoring?

Premier Sponsors

Marketplace Sponsors

Participants as of June 26, 2009.
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Business Intelligence & Information Management

Brave New World: Exploit Your  •	
Information or Become Obsolete

How to Make Business Intelligence  •	
a Core Business Competency

Strategic Information Management •	
Starts With Measuring Information’s 
Value

Information Management for the •	
CIO: Governance, Organization and 
Technology

Using Metadata to Create a Real •	
Information Infrastructure

Performance Management Nirvana: •	
Today or Never?

A Case Study in BI & Information •	
Management

How to Save Millions Optimizing •	
Costs in Your Information

The Four Future Worlds of Enterprise •	
Content Management

Cracking the Code With Master Data •	
Management

Data and Content in the Cloud: The •	
Impact of Alternate Delivery Models

E-Mail in the Cloud: Rumors & Reality•	

Enterprise 2.0 Got It Backwards•	

Collaboration and Social Software: •	
Exploiting a Market in Transition

Great Debate: Unified Communications •	
& Collaboration—Battle for Control 
of the Enterprise

Mobile Collaboration: From Wireless •	
E-Mail to Mobile Social Networking

I Was a Teenage YouTube Star: •	
Strategic, Tactical and Calamitous 
Futures of Video Inside and Outside 
the Enterprise

The Web, Social Media and  •	
Consumerization: Critical Synergies 
for Effective Web Presence

Gaming Social Media: Turning the •	
Wisdom of the Crowds Into the  
Madness of the Herd

Extreme Consumerization: Extreme •	
Savings for Extreme Circumstances

Customer-Centric Web Processes: •	
The Move to E-Services, Generation 
V and Social CRM

Today’s leadership teams need to adapt  
to new business models, manage changes 
in business processes, make knowledge 
workers more productive and exploit  
information as a strategic asset. 
They will provide the leadership and investment for 
the content, data and information management 
initiatives needed to transform their businesses, or 
their businesses will be operating in the dark using 
outdated information, tools, skills, processes and 
business models. We’ll identify what needs to be 
done and how, plus examine the changing vendor 
landscape.

SE
SS

IO
NS

WORkShOPS
Getting What You Need From the Social Software Vendors•	

Optimizing Your SharePoint Experience: Portal, Collaboration, Content  •	
and Workflow

ANAlyST/uSER ROuNDTABlES
Getting More Business Value From BI and Performance Management•	

Recognizing What’s Really Happening at Your Vendor•	

IT’s Seat at the Executive Table: CIOs, Lawyers and CFOs Must Work Together•	

Master Data: The Gating Factor for Cost Management and Optimization•	

ITxpo ThEATERS
Gartner Magic Quadrant: Business Intelligence Platforms•	

Gartner Magic Quadrant: Data Quality Tools•	

The online Agenda Builder is faster 
and easier to use than ever. Access 
it from your mobile device, search 
sessions, get a recommended 
agenda based on your interests,  
role and much more.  

Visit gartner.com/us/symposium  
to get started.

How do organizations get the most business value out of their  
business intelligence and information management initiatives? 
What’s the opportunity cost of failing to do so?

Tracks & Sessions

Customize Your Agenda
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how will IT create business value?  
CIOs face unprecedented challenges  
with the need to reduce costs and  
simultaneously deliver innovation to  
drive effectiveness. The CIO Program  
at Symposium concentrates on the issues, 
decisions, needs and actions required to 
enhance IT performance through new tools 
and practices. Using these tools, CIOs will 
position IT and business expectations for  
IT now and in the future, by defining new 
sources of IT-led innovation and competitive 
advantage.

The CIO Program at Symposium will be:
Actionable•	 , providing information and tools  
for the choices you face now

Valuable•	 , expanding your thinking, accelerating 
your decision making and enabling you to  
test your ideas

Practical•	 , based on the experiences of working 
with more than 3,000 CIOs and presented  
in a peer-to-peer environment

Efficient•	 , delivering all of this at an event  
that recognizes the value of your time and  
commitment to attend the event. We provide 
you with:

CIO-exclusive sessions with Gartner analysts   –
and industry thought leaders

Workshops concentrating on making decisions   –
in your context and providing a context for  
gaining the insight from your CIO peers

A CIO-exclusive lounge and work area that   –
enables you to meet with your peers and  
remain productive while at the event

The CIO 

Actionable
Valuable
Practical
Efficient

Program



WORkShOPS
Cost Optimization in ERP: A Road Map to Realize Potentials•	

Business Improvement Ideas—Top Processes and KPIs for Executives•	

ANAlyST/uSER ROuNDTABlES
Application Organizations, Advancing Maturity•	

Master Data: The Gating Factor for Cost Management and Optimization•	

Managing SAP Customization Through the Life Cycle•	

ITxpo ThEATERS
Gartner Magic Quadrant: Application Infrastructure—SOA, Composites, •	
Integration

Gartner Magic Quadrant: Customer Relationship Management•	

Application Leadership, 2010•	

Governing, Measuring and Managing •	
Applications Organizations

Great Debate: Who Should Lead •	
Application Management in an SOA 
Environment?

Applications Overhaul: Rationalize,  •	
Standardize, Consolidate and Simplify

Been There, Doing That: Case Studies in •	
Applications Overhaul

Software as a Service’s Uncertainties •	
Revealed

APaaS: Killer Application or Chaos in •	
the Cloud

Technology Trends for IT Modernization•	

Software Realities 2010:  •	
Megavendors, Megatrends &  
Mounting Chaos

Google vs. Microsoft: A Battle for the •	
Clouds

Top 10 Business Domain Issues and •	
Innovations in Enterprise Applications

Aligning Business Applications and •	
Technology Delivery Models for  
Maximum Value

The Next Generation of CRM  •	
Processes and Technologies

Improving the Customer Experience: •	
Putting Theory Into Practice

Customer-Centric Web Processes:  •	
The Move to E-Services, Generation  
V and Social CRM

Performance Management: Breaking •	
Down the Barriers Between BI and 
Business Applications

It’s Time to Make Hard Choices  •	
About the Enterprise Web Presence 
and User Experience

The Disintegration of AD: Putting It •	
Back Together Again

Citizen Developers: When Users  •	
Surpass the IT Department in  
Delivering Business Applications

How Application Integration Drives •	
Success With SOA and Cloud

Buckle Your Seatbelt: Web and Cloud •	
AD Convergence Ahead

Debunking SOA Fanatics and Skeptics•	

The Business Impact of Event  •	
Processing Systems

Cheaper, Faster, Bigger, Easier:  •	
Transaction Processing Is Back  
in Vogue

Applying Emerging Architectural  •	
Patterns for Impactful and Agile  
Applications

The Most Important Analytic  •	
Applications for Your Most Important 
Business Applications

Using Analytics for Situation Awareness, •	
and Faster and Smarter Responses

Cracking the Code With Master Data •	
Management

Applications

From SOA to mashups to SaaS to cloud 
computing, the road to truly valuable  
software is difficult but navigable. 
Symposium/ITxpo will give you the tools to create 
the best, fastest and cheapest software solutions 
that deliver sustainable business value. Among 
other topics, we’ll look at the economics and  
trade-offs behind new architectures like SOA,  
WOA and EDA, and which investments you can 
make now to hasten your business’s return to 
growth post-recession.

SE
SS

IO
NS

Tracks & Sessions

What investments should I make today—in e-business,  
Web self-service, marketing and loyalty, price optimization— 
to hasten my business’s return to growth post-recession?
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Workshops*

Restructuring IT•	

CIO Leadership•	

Growth Strategies in a Down Economy•	

IT Strategy for Large Enterprises•	

IT Strategy for Midsize Enterprises•	

IT Strategy for the Public Sector•	

Scenario Planning—Seeing Around the Curve•	

Proven Practices in IT Service Management and  •	
Shared Services

Leadership•	

Linking IT and Business Strategies•	

Mastering C-Level and Boardroom Dynamics•	

Making IT More Flexible•	

IT Governance•	

Effective People Management in Trying Times•	

*Exclusive to CIO Program only

The CIO Program 
Sessions

CIO General Sessions

Meeting the Challenge: The 2010 CIO Agenda•	
The Gartner Scenario for 2010: The Current State and Future •	
Direction of the IT Industry
CIO Leadership: Making and Surviving Difficult Executive •	
Decisions
Redefining the Basics When the Business Climate Changes•	
Balancing IT Risk and IT Return•	
How 21st Century Financial Reporting Requirements Will •	
Impact Enterprises and CIOs
Designing the Performance-Based IT Organization•	
Top 10 Strategic Technologies for 2010•	
Emerging Trends Radar Screen•	
The Gartner Commoditization Clock: Rebalancing IT Priorities•	
The CIO’s Guide to Enterprise Risk Management•	
Machiavellian CIO 2.0: Mastering the Art of Manipulation•	

CIO Exclusive* Sessions

Real IT Strategy: Keeping It Relevant and Making It Actionable •	
IT in the Aftermath: Strategy and Budgeting for 2010•	
Leadership in the First Person: A CIO Case Study•	
IT Cost Optimization: Avoiding Bad Choices •	
The Frugal Innovator•	
2009 and 2010 Will Be the Most Important Years for the Rest •	
of Your Career
Leading Beyond Now: Techniques to Manage Transformation •	
and Change
Three Economic Futures and What They Mean for IT •	
Connecting IT Contribution and Business Value•	
Leadership Futures: Where Can the CIO Go From Here?•	
Avoiding the Top 10 Mistakes in IT Service Management•	
Panel: Preparing for the Recovery•	

What the CIO needs to know—fast
With so much to cover at Symposium, we 
recognize CIOs’ desire to cover more ground 
quickly. Focus on IT Leader sessions allow you 
to receive an executive summary covering two 
key IT roles in one hour, and Net IT Out sessions 
offer the essential updates on key topics, with 
an opportunity to ask the questions you want 
answered. Exclusive to CIOs, these sessions 
aim to give you a head start and ensure that 
you don’t miss key information that will help 
you succeed.

The CIO and Applications and Portfolio  •	
Management Leaders

The CIO and Business Intelligence and Security •	
and Risk Management leaders

The CIO and Business Process and Enterprise  •	
Architecture Leaders

The CIO and Infrastructure and Operations and •	
Sourcing Leaders

Net IT Out: Cloud Computing•	

Net IT Out: Business Patterns•	
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dynamic bpM vs. agility: The  •	
Competitive differentiator

bpM Optimization & Simulation•	

End-user Case Study: business •	
process Management

business process Management:  •	
Important to do, Important to  
do right

Making the Case for bpM in a Time •	
of Crisis

panel: using bpM to Survive, Thrive •	
& Capitalize in Turbulent Economy

What’s new in bpM Technologies •	
and Why business leaders  
Should Care

bpM Service providers: What Works •	
and What doesn’t?

using Ea to drive business  •	
performance

business Implications of Event •	
processing Systems

Customer-Centric Web processes: •	
The Move to E-Services, Generation 
v and Social CrM

Cloud Computing: Will It Grow and •	
Transform your business?

Case Studies from Communications-•	
Enabled businesses

Business process improvement

improving business processes, among 
the most important priorities for Cios, 
contributes to a number of other business 
priorities, including customer acquisition 
and retention, risk management, worker 
productivity and the critical task of cost 
optimization. 
For some enterprises, regaining control of critical  
processes will be a matter of survival. In this track 
we’ll look at how cost savings, time-to-market  
improvement, customer retention and revenue  
growth can flow from process initiatives, as well as 
how to measure the effectiveness and value of BPI 
initiatives and more.

worKsHops
Building a BPm Competency Center•	

analysT/user roundTaBles
How BPm ties to PPm and Business Strategy•	

Striking a Balance Between Business Processes and  •	
Business rules

defining the Critical roles for BPm•	

iTxpo THeaTers
Gartner magic Quadrant: Business Process management Suites•	

BPm adoption Survey results •	

se
ss

io
ns

tracks & Sessions

What best practices can I use to model, analyze, 
execute and optimize business processes that 
span business units, organizational silos  
and geographies?
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enterprise architecture

return-to-Growth Strategy: architecting the •	
next-Wave business Model

using Ea to drive business performance•	

Managing Ea in a Cost-Cutting Environment•	

applying Emerging architectural patterns •	
for Impactful and agile applications

What the C-Suite Must know about Ea, and •	
What Ea Must know about the C-Suite

End-user Case Study: The Ea Journey From •	
Theory to Changing Everything

Case Studies in Flexible Ea planning for •	
Complex Organizations

Cloud Informatics: a portfolio of Information •	
Services for the hyperconnected Enterprise

using Metadata to Create the real Information •	
Infrastructure

Information Management practitioners:  •	
The Enemy Is us

debunking SOa Fanatics and Skeptics•	

The Gartner Commoditization Clock:  •	
rebalancing IT priorities

Top 10 Strategic Technologies for 2010•	

Cloud Computing Will reshape the vendor •	
landscape

enterprise architects are responding to 
today’s challenging environment by using 
the tools of strategy to manage iT costs 
while providing a platform for innovation. 
By moving beyond the obsession with granular  
standard setting and instead focusing on information  
exchange and business process management, 
enterprise architects are learning to embrace social 
computing and user-centric technology. We’ll cover 
immediate steps to take to manage IT costs in a 
business-sensitive fashion, plus strategies to resize, 
re-engineer and reality-check your IT project and IT 
asset portfolios.

se
ss
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worKsHops
How to develop Business-driven Enterprise architecture •	
requirements

Creating a Persuasive Sales message for the Ea Effort•	

analysT/user roundTaBles
Best Practices in Building and Growing a Great Ea team•	

Best Practices in Selecting an Ea tool•	

Best Practices in Ea Governance•	

iTxpo THeaTers
Gartner magic Quadrant: Enterprise architecture tools•	

tracks & Sessions

How can we use pragmatic, “lightweight” planning approaches 
to enhance innovation and incorporate new technology without 
sacrificing the benefits of reduced complexity and economies  
of scale?

The best way to experience  
symposium/iTxpo is to bring your  
iT leadership team. More than 200 
sessions are arranged by discipline to 
make the best use of every attendee’s 
time. split up, gather the intelligence 
that matters most to your particular 
role, then regroup to nail down a 
comprehensive strategy for the next 
12 months. you’ll head home focused, 
informed and empowered.  

you’ll even save money with our  
Team send program.

Take home a comprehensive 
plan for the next 12 months.
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worKsHops
infrastructure & Operations maturity model•	

Optimizing i&O Costs•	

i&O Planning for the Economic recovery•	

the Cost-Optimized network—Better, Faster, Cheaper•	

How to Build a unified Communications Strategy•	

analysT/user roundTaBles
was unified Communications as Easy as Promised?•	

Fixed and wireless Services: Sharing Procurement Best Practices•	

mobility—Choosing the right device and mobile Services for the •	
application

improving it Service management with Frameworks Such as itil•	

do’s and don’ts in it disaster recovery and resiliency•	

impact of Cloud Computing on i&O•	

iTxpo THeaTers
Server Selection tool•	

Gartner magic Quadrant: desktops and notebooks•	

Gartner magic Quadrant: unified Communications•	

Gartner magic Quadrant: wireless E-mail•	

infrastructure & operations

data Center, Client Computing and iT operations
Combine virtualization, consolidation, automation, and cloud computing—and 
throw in a recession—and you’ve got the makings for huge I&O cost-savings 
expectations. Meanwhile, don’t forget to improve service quality and increase 
agility. And what about upgrading those aging PCs? Such is the plight of 
today’s data center, IT operations and client computing leaders. We’ll tackle 
it all, including ways to wring yet more costs out of the data center and client 
computing environment, and how to utilize the best of the big trends to lower 
costs, improve service and increase agility.

Communications 
Networking and communications technologies and services are the lifeblood 
of successful organizations, but today the business is demanding cost-optimized 
network services that are flexible (MPLS), provide process improvements  
(unified communications), and increase worker productivity (mobile applications 
and solutions). Communications leaders must continue to drive business 
priorities through the application of these technologies. We’ll look at how to 
balance lower communications expenses with availability and reliability, including 
devices, applications and vendors.

tracks & Sessions
se

ss
io

ns

How do I demonstrate and articulate the value of 
servers, storage, PCs—all things infrastructure—
to my business leaders? Which advancements in 
mobile devices and applications are worth invest-
ing in—the ones that will truly and demonstrably 
improve worker productivity?

IT Infrastructure and Operations •	
Scenario: your Five-year road Map  

Infrastructure & Operations  •	
leaders: Succeeding in the new 
reality

running IT Infrastructure and •	
Operations like a business

how the Gartner I&O Maturity •	
Model leads to lean

Organizing and Staffing IT  •	
Infrastructure and Operations in 
Tough Economic Times

Great debate: Who Should lead •	
application Management in an 
SOa Environment?

panel: Top Ways to reduce IT •	
Infrastructure & Operations Costs

End-user Case Study: Consolidating •	
IT Infrastructure & Operations

new data Center designs That •	
Modernize the beast, Extend Its 
life and Save Millions

Server virtualization: Emerging to  •	
Mainstream at the Speed of light

Emerging Server Trends:  •	
virtualization Is not the Only 
Major Change

Great debate: The Serverless, •	
laptop-Only Enterprise

panel: Cisco, IbM, hp and Oracle/•	
Sun—building the Future data 
Center

new Technologies and Techniques •	
to deal With data Storage Growth

Securing the next-Generation •	
virtual data Center

Improving IT disaster recovery, •	
availability and resilience

Creating a resilient Organization •	
Through business Continuity  
Management and disaster  
recovery

Cloud Computing Scenario•	

Cloud Computing Will reshape •	
the vendor landscape

Cloud Computing Management: •	
beware of Mountains in the Mist 

Is private Cloud Computing the •	
Future of Enterprise Infrastructure 
& Operations?

Top 10 Strategic Technologies for •	
2010

Sustainability and the IT Industry•	

The Sustainability Scenario•	

The Gartner Commoditization •	
Clock: rebalancing IT priorities

pC Migration: Getting to  •	
Windows 7 and Office 2010

Out With the Old, In With the new: •	
Choosing practical alternatives 
to the pC

navigating the IT Operations  •	
Management Technology  
landscape

under pressure: Evolving IT  •	
Operations to best deliver  
business value

applications Management: The •	
Weak link in IT Operations?

using IT automation to Increase •	
Efficiency and reduce risk

The Future of Communications•	

Case Studies From  •	
Communications-Enabled  
businesses

remote and Teleworkers: Giving •	
Them the Tools They need

data Center networking: •	
Simplified, virtualized and Cost 
Effective

unified Communications and  •	
Collaboration Scenario

Great debate: unified  •	
Communications & Collaboration 
battle for Control of the Enterprise

pocket power: new Mobile •	
devices and Other Smartphone 
battles

The Mobile & Wireless Scenario: •	
business Innovation using Wireless

video in the Enterprise: The Green •	
Cost Saver

Mobile Collaboration: From •	
Wireless E-Mail to Mobile Social 
networking
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program & portfolio Management 

program and portfolio management 
leaders have extraordinary influence 
over what actually gets done in business 
technology—or at least they should. 
After all, it’s your job to value, prioritize, and  
then see through your enterprise’s key initiatives. 
In today’s tough economy, it can be more  
challenging than ever, and requires new  
approaches. This track focuses on how to  
create an optimal portfolio, new approaches  
to valuing and prioritizing projects, and building 
flexibility and agility into programs to mitigate  
risk and increase opportunity.

se
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worKsHops
PPm maturity assessment•	

driving Solutions to today’s top PPm Challenges•	

analysT/user roundTaBles
demand management and Project Prioritization  •	
Strategies

PPm Software—what’s in Production, what’s on the •	
Shelf, and will we Ever Get rid of Excel?

Building a Project management Culture•	

Building a Project management Culture in Government•	

iTxpo THeaTers
Gartner magic Quadrant: Program and Portfolio •	
management

tracks & Sessions

The ppM Scenario: Save a ‘p’ for practical•	

are you Managing your portfolio or Just •	
Watching It? 

action plan for the First (or next) 100 days •	
of a ppM leader

ppM best practices: balancing ppM  •	
process adoption & process automation

herding Cats: practical  •	
approaches for the pMO

Great debate: Traditional Structured vs. •	
agile project Management

project Success Starts With people:  •	
Communications, Expectations and  
Engagement

panel: ppM State of the art, 2009•	

Cloud Informatics: a portfolio of Information •	
Services for the hyperconnected Enterprise

applications Overhaul: rationalize,  •	
Standardize, Consolidate and Simplify

been There, doing That: Case Studies in  •	
applications Overhaul

Citizen developers: When users Surpass •	
the IT department in delivering business 
applications

pC Migration: Getting to Windows 7 and •	
Office 2010

What new approaches to valuing and prioritizing 
projects do I need to use to ensure I’m delivering 
the right mix for the business?
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security & risk Management

The Gartner 2010 Cyberthreat •	
landscape

Establishing an Enterprise data •	
protection Strategy

What Every CIO needs to know •	
about risk and Security

The CIO’s Guide to Enterprise  •	
risk Management

Information Security has It all •	
Wrong

Five practical Tips to link risk and •	
Security to Corporate performance

Case Study: how a large Enterprise •	
Moved from Security Crisis to  
Security Maturity

Selecting and applying GrC  •	
Frameworks and Standards

IaM: Enabling Governance and risk •	
Management in an age of business 
Challenges

Securing the next-Generation virtual •	
data Center

Creating a resilient Organization •	
Through business Continuity  
Management and disaster recovery

Improving IT disaster recovery, •	
availability and resiliency

Great debate: Is Government •	
regulation needed to Improve Cyber 
Security and Manage risk?

Securing Critical Infrastructure in •	
Energy & utilities: drivers, Issues & 
Opportunities

How much security is enough,  
particularly with tightening budgets? 
The irony of great security, risk management 
and business continuity programs is that they’re 
only appreciated when something goes wrong 
or, ideally, a great wrong is averted. Part of this 
is the immature treatment of these disciplines, 
but part of it lies in security leaders’ failure to 
clearly define and articulate the business value 
of what they do. This track will help you create a 
program that addresses risk, meets compliance 
requirements and is directly linked to business 
performance.

se
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worKsHops
How you Stack up in the risk Program maturity •	
Benchmark

assessing risk with the Gartner risk assessment •	
method (Gram)

analysT/user roundTaBles
information Security Policy, Process or architecture—•	
which is the Chicken, which is the Egg?

Virtualization’s impact on Security•	

transforming disaster recovery into world-Class  •	
Business resiliency

Enterprise risk management—How to Get Started•	

iTxpo THeaTers
Gartner magic Quadrant: data loss Prevention•	

Enterprise and it Governance, risk and Compliance •	
management Service

tracks & Sessions

What are the elements of an effective program  
to address reasonably anticipated threats?
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sourcing & vendor relationships

practical realities:  •	
adjusting your Sourcing 
Strategy for Tough Times

Outsourcing Initiatives: •	
balancing Cost,  
Excellence and Innovation

Global Sourcing Scenario  •	
& Trends: Shifts in the use  
of Offshore resources

IT Services and Outsourcing  •	
alternatives: prudent 
Choices for Challenging 
Times

End-user Case Study panel: •	
Managing Multisourcing—
Fostering Cooperation,  
Collaboration and Competition

Chaos to Control:  •	
Strategic vendor  
Management Emerges

developing a vendor  •	
Management program

Evaluating, Selecting and •	
Managing Cloud Service 
providers

Software as a Service’s •	
uncertainties revealed

aligning business  •	
applications and Technology 
delivery Models for  
Maximum value

Case Studies in Cloud •	
Computing

Cloud Computing Will •	
reshape the vendor  
landscape

The only nice thing about a recession is the shift 
to a buyer’s market. are you capitalizing on that?
This is the time to refresh your sourcing strategy and 
reassess your engagements with strategic vendors and 
service providers, to clearly understand whether you’re 
getting out of those relationships what you’d expected. 
It’s also time to consider the alternative sourcing models 
emerging in the market (SaaS, infrastructure utilities), to 
see if they would fit your needs as well or better. This  
track takes on sourcing now, including negotiating and 
renegotiating contracts.

se
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worKsHops
Vendor risk management•	

developing a new Generation of Outsourcing  •	
Performance 

analysT/user roundTaBles
BPO for Banking/investment Services•	

Offshoring for Banking/investment Services•	

iTxpo THeaTers
Gartner magic Quadrant: desktop Outsourcing  •	
Services, north america

Gartner magic Quadrant: Help desk Outsourcing, north •	
america

tracks & Sessions

What specific actions and demands should  
I make when negotiating and renegotiating  
my sourcing contracts?

new!  
Contract negotiation Clinics
It’s a buyer’s market—these new clinics will put you 
in the power seat at your next contract negotiation!

•	Oracle	negotiations

•	Microsoft	negotiations

•	SAP	negotiations

•	PC	acquisition	negotiations

•	Infrastructure	outsourcing	negotiations

•	Applications	outsourcing	negotiations

•	Networking	and	wireless	contract	negotiations

symposium advisory Board

Symposium/ITxpo operates with the advice and 
support of a number of end-user representatives 
who help ensure that the content and direction of 
the event fits the needs of our intended audience. 
We would like to thank the following people for 
their ongoing advice:

Michelle Garvey
CIO, 
Warnaco

Bob Holstein 
VP of IT, 
American Institutes for 
Research

Gary Hill 
CTO, Georgia Pacific

Michael Kingston 
CIO, Ann Taylor

Pat Lawicki 
CIO, Pacific Gas & Electric

Jeff Lewis 
CIO, State of Kansas,  
Department of Social & 
Rehabilitative Services

Jim Lieupo 
CIO, State of Florida,  
Department of Veteran 
Affairs

Colin Lindsell 
VP & CIO, TD Bank Financial 
Group

Arvind Tawde 
SVP & CIO, Mahindra & 
Mahindra
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early-bird discount 
 

(applies if credit card payment is received by  
august 28, 2009, 5 p.m.)

us$3,495

Conference location
Symposium/ITxpo 2009 will take place at the Walt 
Disney World Dolphin, Walt Disney World Swan, and 
Disney’s Yacht and Beach Club resorts. Transportation 
will be provided daily to and from the hotels listed here.

special hotel rates
To book your hotel accommodations, please contact 
the hotel of your choice directly and indicate that you 
are attending Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2009 to 
receive our negotiated rates. Blocks of rooms have 
been reserved at the Walt Disney World Dolphin,  
Walt Disney World Swan, Disney’s Yacht Club and 
Beach Club resorts, Disney’s BoardWalk Inn, Disney’s 
Caribbean Beach Resort, Disney’s Port Orleans  
Riverside Resort and Disney’s All-Star Sports Resort. 

Three-night minimum stay
The Walt Disney World Dolphin, Walt Disney World 
Swan, Disney’s Yacht and Beach Club resorts require 
a three-night stay of either Sunday through Wednesday 
or Monday through Thursday throughout the week of 
the conference. 

registration fees 
standard price  iTxpo show floor only
US$3,695   US$295
Prices subject to change without notice

gartner Clients 
We also accept Gartner Symposium Tickets in full payment.  
Please contact your Gartner Account Manager for details.

Cancellation and substitution policy
Registrations may be refunded or a ticket reactivated if the  
cancellation is made in writing up to 15 business days prior to the 
start of the event. Cancellations received within 15 business days 
of an event or non-attendance will not be refunded and tickets will 
not be reactivated. Substitution of registrations may be made at any 
time up to the start of the conference. Sharing of attendee passes 
is not permitted. This conference is organized by Gartner, which 
reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to limit or deny access to  
the conference to any entity or individual. Receipt by Gartner of  
an application and/or payment does not constitute acceptance.  
Applications and payments that are not accepted will be returned. For 
the Gartner Privacy Promise, a full list of rules regarding cancellations, 
substitutions and exclusions, visit gartner.com/us/symposium.

Have your team meeting at symposium/iTxpo this 
year! More heads, more understanding, more savings

Team send program
Optimize your presence at Symposium/ITxpo by sending five or 
more attendees and having team meetings during the week. One 
person alone can’t fully experience more than 200 sessions,  
news-making keynotes, and the vast array of tech solutions on-site, 
or absorb information pertinent to each leadership role. Teams can 
capture everything the organization needs and head back to the  
office with a comprehensive plan. The Symposium Team Send  
Program lets you bring five or more team members and save, as 
well as benefit from a host of valuable perks.**

it’s easy to sign up for the Team send program
Select a team captain to coordinate arrangements at your end,  
then call 1 866 405 2511 to register and get complete details. 

Companion program
Bring a friend! The Symposium/ITxpo Companion Program lets  
you share the experience with a companion for $450 per adult  
(21 years old and over). The program includes breakfast and lunch 
Monday through Thursday and access to the ITxpo event floor. 
Companions must be affiliated with a registered attendee.  
Registration is available both pre-event and on-site. To register,  
call 1 866 405 2511.

walt disney world dolphin resort
1 800 227 1500
$259 single/double, plus $10 
resort fee and tax

walt disney world swan resort
1 800 227 1500
$259 single/double, plus $10 
resort fee and tax

disney’s yacht Club resort
+1 407 827 6797
$250 single/double, plus tax

disney’s Beach Club resort
+1 407 827 6797
$250 single/double, plus tax

disney’s all-star sports resort
+1 407 827 6797 
$105 single/double, plus tax 

disney’s Coronado springs resort
+1 407 827 6797
$154 single/double, plus tax

disney’s port orleans riverside 
resort
+1 407 827 6797 
$154 single/double, plus tax 

disney’s Caribbean Beach resort
+1 407 827 6797
$154 single/double, plus tax

registration

** any combination of paid registrations may be used to qualify for complimentary registrations (except for Gartner complimentary registrations). teams must come from the same organization. this program is effective for registrations received after may 9, 
2009, and is not retroactive. this program voids all other team offers and promotions for event attendance. teams that exceed the largest threshold will qualify for additional complimentary registrations according to the small team size increments. meeting 
requests must be made three weeks prior to start of the event. any requests within three weeks will be based upon availability. Specific analyst and executive or vendor availability or topic coverage is not guaranteed.

Hotels & Travel
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